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Overview
The Unit Builder system for LANDWAR is in essence, an RPG character maker writ large for an
army of miniatures. You will need some time and calculator to build the stats for any Units you wish
to create.

Process
1) Unit Type
2) Core Stats
3) Points Cost
4) Unit Abilities

Unit Type
Mech

Pros: ignores most terrain effects, good lines of sight.
Cons: limited Armor / Structure potential and lower speed.

Tank
Pros: Low to the ground, high Armor / Structure potential.
Cons: affected by Terrain, low speed, low Line of Sight.

VTOL
Pros: Faster speed potential, ignores all terrain.
Cons: Low Armor / Structure, low weapons payload

GEV
Pros: Fast speed, ignore liquid terrain.
Cons: very hampered by most terrain, low Armor / Struct, low firepower

Aero
Pros: Incredibly fast speed, medium / high firepower, ignore all terrain
Cons: must make attack runs, no cover bonus, low Armor / Struct

Space
TBD - ‘SPACEWAR’
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Core Stats - Description
Size

Size is important for Melee Combat during the game and also affects the cost of
certain Unit Abilities.

Move
Move value will be the max number of inches a Unit may move in a single turn.

DMG Melee
How many Damage points delivered to a Target at base-to-base range.

DMG Ranged
How many Damage points delivered to a target for a Ranged Attack.

Range
Effective Range of the Unit, from 0” to X”. Shots beyond this are ‘Long Range’ and
suffer penalties.

Armor
Armor is the first line of defense when a Target takes damage.

Structure
Structure is the second part of a Unit’s health. Units receiving Structural damage will

suffer Stress Effects.
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Choose Size
Size will allow for more Design Points for a unit, but will affect the Move stat when determining how
fast a Unit should be able to move. Size will also affect Line of Sight, Melee Damage, and Flank
calculations during gameplay.

Sizes - recommendation
0 : Infantry / 2m tall Human.
1 : small vehicles
2 : medium sized vehicles
3 : heavy vehicles
4 : large and heavy vehicles
5+ : titanic vehicles

Note: you are free to come up with any other way to describe the actual sizes, this manual
simply provides the numbers.

Choose Move Value
Size will affect the cost of certain stats.

Set Evasion
Choose one of the following numbers for Evasion: 0, 1, 2, 3

Set Damage Values
Any value you desire, even 0.

Set Armor Value
Any value you desire, even 0.

Set Structure Value
Unit must have at least a number of Structure Points equal to Size / 2 rounded down.
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Point Scoring
The final step is to figure out how many points the Unit costs, this will attempt to balance the Unit by
a universal standard against other Units in LANDWAR. This also you the player to run almost
anything you want.

Size Cost = Size value x2

Move Cost = ( Move Value / 2 ) * Unit Size

Evasion Cost = Evasion Value x 2

Melee Range Cost = Melee Range Value x 2 + ( (Move Value / 4) - (Unit Size / 2))

Range Damage Cost = Damage x 4

Range Cost = Move Value / 2 + (Range Value - 16) + Damage

Armor Cost = ( Armor Value x 4 ) - Size

Structure Cost = Structure Value

Total up all the points for each value, this becomes the Unit’s Base Cost

Pilot Skills

Special Abilities
Special Abilities is the blanket term for any Pilot Talent, Equipment, Weapon, or Ammo specials that
a Unit may possess. At this stage of Unit Creation, you must determine which Special Ability slots,
and how many, will be assigned to this unit.


